Abstract. In this manuscript, we claim that the newly introduced F-metric space [3, M. Jleli and B. Samet, On a new generalization of metric spaces, J. Fixed Point Theory Appl, 20(3) 2018] is metrizable. Also, we deduce that the notions of convergence, Cauchy sequence, completeness due to Jleli and Samet for F-metric spaces are equivalent with that of usual metric spaces. Moreover, we assert that the Banach contraction principle in the context of F-metric spaces is a direct consequence of its standard metric counterpart.
Introduction
Many mathematicians are attracted to work on a topic which is more fundamental and has a lot of applications in many diversified fields. One of the major motivations is to generalize or weaken a certain structure and develop new results compatible to the weaker one. Indeed, there are generalizations which genuinely develop the subject as a whole and also, there are some which contribute nothing new to the literature. Likewise, to generalize the notion of distance functions, in 1906, Fréchet first introduced the concept of metric spaces and a century later, we have numerous generalizations of the metric structure. Intent readers are referred to [1, 2, 6] and references therein for some relevant extensions. Unfortunately, some of the generalizations become redundant and turn into metrizable merely adding premise to the subject. As in 2007, Huang and Zhang [5] introduced the notion of a cone metric space on a positive cone in a Banach space. Following that, a lot of research articles dealt with the setting and evolved the structure with a number of results. Although in 2011, Khani and Pourmahdian [4] explicitly constructed a metric on a specified cone metric space and proved that cone metric spaces are metrizable.
Recently, Jleli and Samet [3] coined another exciting generalization of our usual metric space concept. By means of a certain class of functions, the authors defined the notion of an F-metric space. Firstly, we recall the definition of such kind of metric spaces. Consider F be any set of functions f : (0, ∞) → R which satisfy the following conditions:
(F 1 ) f is non-decreasing, i.e., 0 < s < t ⇒ f (s) ≤ f (t).
(F 2 ) For every sequence {t n } n∈N ⊆ (0, +∞), we have
Employing these functions the authors came up with an extension of the concept of usual metric spaces and constructed the notion of F-metric spaces as follows:
Let X be a non-empty set and let D : X × X → [0, ∞) be a given mapping. Suppose that there exists (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞) such that
(D3) For every (x, y) ∈ X × X, for each N ∈ N, N ≥ 2, and for every (u 
Then D is said to be an F-metric on X, and the pair (X, D) is said to be an F-metric space.
In this article, by means of the undermentioned Theorem 2.1, we assert that the recently proposed F-metric spaces [3] are metrizable. Hence we also state that the new metric induces same notions of convergence, Cauchy sequence and completeness as that of the usual metric spaces. Moreover, we confirm that the celebrated Banach contraction principle in F-metric context can be derived from its existing standard metric counterpart. Furthermore, we construct a non-trivial example of an F-metric space with (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞) such that f is not continuous from right at some point in (0, ∞).
Metrizability of F-metric spaces
In this section, we deal with the metrizability of newly introduced F-metric spaces defined by Jleli and Samet in [3] .
Proof. Let (X, D) be an F-metric space with (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞). We will consider two classes of functions F 1 and F 2 where
and F 2 = {f ∈ F : f is not continuous from right at some point in (0, ∞)}.
First of all suppose that (
Now suppose that τ denotes the topology generated by d and τ F denotes the topology generated by D.
Suppose that U ∈ τ and x ∈ U. Then there exists r > 0 such that
They also showed that for any ε > 0, x, y ∈ X, y = x
So if f ∈ F 2 , then using [3, Theorem 3.1], we have,
where ε > 0, y = x. Now we want to show that τ = τ F . We can show by using the similar approach as above case that τ ⊆ τ F . Now we will show that τ F ⊆ τ.
Let
Therefore we can conclude that X is metrizable.
In [3] , the authors presented an examples of F-metric spaces with (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞) such that f is continuous in (0, ∞). But here in the subsequent example, we construct an F-metric space with (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞) such that f is not continuous at some point in (0, ∞). for all x, y ∈ X. Consider an f ∈ F such that f (t) = − which is not continuous from right at t = 1. It can be easily proved that D satisfies (D 1 ) and (D 2 ). Let (U i ) N i=1 ⊆ X, where N ∈ N, N ≥ 2 and U 1 = x, U N = y. Let I = i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N − 1} :
n for some n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 100} and J = i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N − 1} :
Let α = 300. Now we the following cases arise:
Case II: Let D(x, y) = 1. For x = 0, y = 1. Now,
Case IV: Let | J |= N − 1,| I |= 0 . For x = 0, y = 1 t , t = 2, 3, 4, ..., 100. Now,
Case VII:
Combining all the cases we have
So X is an F-metric space with (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞) such that f is not continuous from right at t = 1. [3, Theorem 3.1] .
is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the metric d which is defined in
x ∈ X with respect to the metric d which is defined in [3, Theorem 3.1] . (iii) X is F-complete ⇔ X is complete with respect to the metric d which is defined in [3, Theorem 3.1] .
Proof. (i) Suppose that {x n } n∈N ⊆ X is F-Cauchy and let ε > 0. Then there exists
This shows that {x n } n∈N ⊆ X is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the metric d. For the reverse implication, let {x n } n∈N ⊆ X be a Cauchy sequence with respect to the metric d. Let ε > 0. By F 2 condition, for (f (ε) − α) there exists a δ > 0 such that
Let n, m ≥ K, x n = x m . Then we have the inequality
This shows that {x n } n∈N ⊆ X is F-Cauchy. Proofs of (ii) and (iii) are straightforward, so omitted.
Theorem 2.4. Let X be an F-metric space with (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞) and g : X → X be a contraction on X in the setting of F-metric space. Then g is a contraction for some suitable metric d on X.
Proof. Let X be an F-metric space with (f, α) ∈ F × [0, ∞). From Theorem 2.1 we can say X is metrizable with respect to the following metric:
⊆ X with (u 1 , u N ) = (x, y) .
Let g : X → X be a contraction mapping in the setting of F-metric space i.e., there exists K ∈ (0, 1) such that D(g(x), g(y)) ≤ KD(x, y) ∀ x, y ∈ X.
Let x, y ∈ X and {t n } p n=1 ⊆ X be such that t 1 = x and t p = y. Then {g(t n )} p n=1 = {u n } p n=1 ⊆ X is a sequence in X such that (u 1 , u p ) = (g(x), g(y)) and u i = g(t i ) ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , p. Now
So we have d(g(x), g(y)) ≤ Kd(x, y) ∀ x, y ∈ X. So g is a contraction on X with respect to the metric d. 
